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1. PROBLEM AND MOTIVATION
Interconnection networks are the communication backbone for

any computing system. It allows exchange of messages/packets
among different nodes of the system, be it an on-chip or an off-chip
system. Different nodes could be a CPU-core, accelerators or even
a computer cluster connected with other different computer clusters,
depending on what granularity we define ’node’. One of the most
fundamental challenges in any interconnection network is that of
routing deadlocks. A deadlock is a cyclic dependence between
buffers that renders forward progress impossible.

Deadlocks are necessary evil and almost every on-chip/HPC net-
work today avoids it either via routing restrictions across physical
channel (Dally’s theory) or with at least one escape virtual chan-
nel (Duato’s Theory). This makes the Channel Dependency Graph
(CDG) acyclic thus making sure that a cyclic dependence between
buffers is never created in the first place. However, the analysis
of making CDG acyclic is tied closely to the underlying network
topology, which makes it difficult to port off-the-shelve deadlock
free routing algorithm to irregular topologies. Moreover, irregular
topologies more likely to form dynamically during the runtime of
the system even if we begin from a regular topology such as Mesh.
This is due to the power gating and dynamic link failures. This can
make the earlier deadlock-free routing to deadlock in the new topol-
ogy which is dynamically formed. We study how often deadlock
occur in a full system simulation on gem5 [5] with garnet2.0 [2]
network model, with parsec benchmark [4] running on latest Linux
kernel.

Therefore, with cyclic-CDG it is not correct to ask, “if deadlock
will occur?", instead the right question is “when deadlock will
occur?".

2. BACKGROUND
The problem of deadlocks has received significant attention from

research community and we broadly classify the theoretical frame-
work for deadlock freedom in five categories:
1. Dally’s theory [7] defines a strict order in acquisition of links

and/or buffer resources/Virtual Channels (VCs) by network pack-
ets which ensures that a cyclic dependence is never created, as
shown in the top figure.
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2. Duato’s theory [8] introduces the idea of escape paths that packets
in a cyclic dependence can use to avoid from deadlocks.

3. Flow control based schemes [6, 14] prevent packet injection,
when the number of empty buffers in the network reach certain
minimum to ensure the presence of at least one free buffer in
dependency chain to ensure forward progress.

4. Deadlock Recovery [15, 3] based schemes, argue that instead
of allocating resources to prevent deadlock to occur, one should
detect it and then recovers from it. This involves extensive control
circuitry to detect the deadlock and then recovers from it.

5. Deflection Routing [10, 9, 11, 12] schemes deflect/mis-route the
packets to other outports, if more than one packet requests to go
through same outport.

Another approach could be to drop packets, as used in ethernet
networks to tolerate deadlock. However, this approach is infeasible
in interconnection networks as it cannot tolerate packet loss.

3. APPROACH AND NOVELTY
We introduce the concept of inplace-packet-swaps between adja-

cent routers as a means to provide deadlock freedom. In the context
of this proposal, swap refers to the act of exchanging two packets,
between two routers, such that at least one of the packet, makes
forward progress. We randomly choose the inport of the router, and
swap its packet with corresponding neighbor router. We prove that
a finite bounded number of packet swaps are sufficient to break any
deadlock. In worst case this bound is proportional to the size of
deadlock cycle×frequency of swaps. However, in practical case we
have seen one or two swaps are enough to break the deadlock.

Nuance about swap-operation, is that there is no credit manage-
ment needed between upstream and downstream routers, because
there is no change in overall occupancy of buffers. We highlight
that our proposal is fundamentally different from earlier proposed
solution, especially deflection routing in following ways:
1. It does not provide any turn restrictions that packet can take,

unlike deadlock avoidance (Duato and Dally’s theory) hence it
provides full path diversity.

2. Swap technique chooses a unique router every-time to perform
swap based on router-id (remember necessary condition for swap
necessitates both routers to have packets).

3. Unlike deflection routing causing network-wide deflection, in
Swap only chosen router selectively performs the swap.

Earlier proposal [13] has used packet swaps to mitigate the effect of
HoL (Head of line blocking) in routers. However, it did not target
the problem of deadlocks.

4. CONTRIBUTION
Following are the contribution this work:

1. Swap technique does not incur the overhead of deadlock-detection
or flow control scheme

2. Unlike Duato’s or Dally’s theory it provides full path-diversity.
3. Unlike Deflection routing, it provides the knob to control amount

of deflection in network.
4. It works with any arbitrary/irregular topology that may occur at
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(a) Figure shows the results from full system simulations ran
on gem5 in which parsec-applications incur deadlock, for both
snoopy and directory based cache coherence protocol. Underly-
ing irregular topology is derived from 8x8 Mesh after disabling
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 20 and 24 links respectively.
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(b) Left-graph shows swap-technique out-performs state-of-art deadlock-
recovery (spin, static_bubble) and deadlock-avoidance (west-first) scheme.
Right-graph shows the correctness of swap-technique when applied to base-
line random-routing, as all the packets are ejected from the network. However
without swap-technique baseline routing incurs deadlock.
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(c) Top figure shows the basic hardware used to implement swap operation on packets. Bottom figure provides the insight on how this swap-operation can break
the deadlock with a walk-through example and its corresponding CDG (Channel Dependency Graph)

Figure 1: This figure shows the probability of network-deadlocks in irregular topologies and how proposed scheme can break the deadlock.
We also evaluate the performance of this technique with prior state of art.

design time due to heterogeneous IPs or at runtime due to faults
or power gating.

5. RESULTS:
Fig. 1-(b) show (a) Performance of “Swap" as it provides more

path-diversity and out-perform state-of-art deadlock recovery scheme
by 2.17×, deadlock-avoidance scheme by 20% and deflection rout-
ing by 30% on average. (b) Correctness of “Swap", that it does not
deadlock in any synthetic traffic pattern [1] and all injected packets
eventually eject out of the network.
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